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LONDON: Gold was on the brink of five-year lows yester-
day, with more losses expected in the coming months fol-
lowing Monday’s “bear raid” when sellers dumped an esti-
mated 33 tons in just two minutes. The sudden bout of
selling in Shanghai and New York occurred during illiquid
trading hours, with a wave of orders placed during a one-
minute period shortly after the Shanghai Gold Exchange
opened on Monday. 

Within a further minute, the deals had been complet-
ed, sending the most-active US gold futures contract
down $48 to as low as $1,080.00 per ounce, its weakest
since February 2010. Gold worth $1.3 billion changed
hands on the Chinese and US markers, and the lack of liq-
uidity on a day when Japanese markets were closed for a
holiday hastened the slide. Spot gold stood at $1,106.05

per ounce at 1020 GMT yesterday, but Monday’s move has
left the market vulnerable to further slippage - possibly
paving the way toward $1,000 per ounce. 

Many investors analyze charts of previous market
moves to decide their strategy, with prices hitting resist-
ance at certain levels as they rise, or finding support as
they fall to others. In this case, traders and analysts are
speculating that at least one major fund took advantage
of the thin market to push the gold price through a sup-
port level on the charts, possibly because they had
already sold gold short. Chinese entities were seen as the
most likely sellers on Monday.

Ashok Shah, investment director at London & Capital
investment fund, said upwards blips were possible but
doubted they would last. “You are going to get some bear

market rallies but structurally the market has been broken
and over the six-month period you’ll get the bear trend
continuing,” he said. After sliding on Monday by the most
in a day since September 2013, bullion is trading just
above the critical $1,100 an ounce support level, another
breach of which could lead to a further selloff, traders and
analysts say. A looming increase in US interest rates has
driven gold’s recent descent along with sluggish demand
in top consumers China and India. China disclosed on
Friday a 57 percent increase in its gold reserves from 2009,
far less than the market had estimated.

Case for gold fades
Investors have found less and less reason to hold gold

as a safe haven following the international financial crisis,

with the dollar strengthening before what is expected to
be the first increase in U.S. interest rates in nearly a
decade. Gold’s slide has helped wipe out half the gains
from the last decade’s historic bull run, taking prices back
to a key chart level and threatening a break towards
$1,000 an ounce. But the price is unlikely to fall sharply
again yesterday as it did when it fell 13 percent over two
consecutive trading days in April 2013, wrote Phillip
Futures analyst Howie Lee. “Those two infamous days in
gold’s history was marked by a constant decline in prices
throughout both sessions, while yesterday’s tumble was
marked by a one-minute drop followed by a substantial
recovery,” said Lee.  “A repeat of history does not look to be
on the cards but we still expect heavy downward pressure
on gold in the future. — Reuters

Gold teeters near 5-year low after ‘bear raid’
Massive volumes sold through Shanghai, New York in minutes

TOKYO: Asian shares gained yesterday, tak-
ing heart from Nasdaq’s fresh high, while
gold prices took back some lost ground
after plunging more than 4 percent to five-
year lows in the previous session. Financial
spreadbetters predicted Britain’s FTSE 100
to open about 12 points higher, or up 0.2
percent; Germany’s DAX to gain 18 points,
or 0.2 percent; and France’s CAC 40 to open
flat. “European equities are set to drift high-
er tracking overnight gains in the US and
Asia,” Jonathan Sudaria, a dealer at Capital
Spreads, said in a note. “Despite the posi-
tive start this morning, there’s not a lot of
conviction in the move higher. Maybe it’s
because we’ve had such a rapid rally since
the start of July that the bulls need a
breather, or that equities valuations are
starting to look a little toppy,” he added.

MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-Pacific
shares outside Japan was last up about 0.4
percent, after wavering between positive
and negative territory for much of early
trading. China stocks extended gains as
government rescue measures appear to
have restored some stability to trading.
Japan’s Nikkei share index ended up 0.9
percent as markets reopened after a public
holiday on Monday, reaching a nearly four-
week highs on growing expectations for
strong first-quarter earnings. “Although
companies won’t likely change their full-
year forecasts this time,” investors are keen
to see business plans are on track, said
Masayuki Kubota, chief strategist at
Rakuten Securities. “Most of them expect to
confirm that companies’ earnings are
resilient.”

Spot gold added about 0.5 percent on
the day to $1,102.40 an ounce, after what
traders described as a mini flash crash in
the previous session. The rout caused con-
cern on Wall Street and kept US share gains
in check, though all three major indexes
posted modest rises and the Nasdaq
Composite still managed to mark its third

straight record close. The S&P 500 ended
less than 3 points from its record close on
May 21. “The decline in gold prices is con-
sistent with the drop in the VIX and the rise
in equities that took the Nasdaq to a record
high,” Kathy Lien, managing director at BK
Asset Management said in a note to clients.

“It signals to FX traders that there is a
sense of calm in the markets,” she said. Part
of that calm is due to a more stable situa-
tion in Greece, where banks reopened as
Athens began the process of paying off bil-
lions of euros owed to international credi-
tors after it agreed to a new reform plan in
exchange for another bailout to keep it in
the euro-zone. Investors also have less
incentive to hold gold, as the dollar
strengthens ahead of an expected increase
in US interest rates later this year, the first in
nearly a decade. Underpinning the green-
back, St Louis Fed President James Bullard
told Fox Business Network that there was a
better than 50 percent chance that the US
central bank will raise interest rates in
September.

Dollar jumps
The dollar jumped to its highest since

April 23 against a basket of major curren-
cies, and was last up about 0.1 percent on
the day at 98.111. The euro edged down
slightly on the day to $1.0815 , after dip-
ping to its  lowest s ince mid-Apri l
overnight. The dollar added about 0.1
percent against the yen to buy 124.43
after earlier touching a six-week peak of
124.48 yen. In other commodities trad-
ing, crude oil futures continued to slip,
pressured by the strengthening dollar
and concerns about a supply glut. US
August crude, set to expire later, was
down about 0.4 percent at $49.95 a bar-
rel, back under the $50 threshold after it
tumbled below it for the first time since
April on Monday. Brent slipped 0.2 per-
cent to $56.52. — Reuters

Asian shares rise
Dollar index edges up to fresh highs

TOKYO: A man looks at an electronic stock board displaying global stock indexes,
including Japan’s Nikkei 225 index (top center) in Tokyo yesterday. Most Asian stock
markets were modestly higher yesterday after positive US earnings reports boosted
sentiment. — AP 

LONDON: Oil prices steadied yesterday,
helped by the dollar’s first daily fall in a
week, but remained set for their biggest
monthly drop since March in the face of
a global supply glut. Expectations of
more Iranian supply following a nuclear
deal and concerns that economic wor-
ries in China and Europe will weigh on
demand have put pressure on oil this
month, stripping 11 percent off the
price of crude so far in July.

Brent crude edged off session lows,
lifted by comments from US Secretary
of State John Kerry, who said Iranian
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei’s vow at
the weekend to defy American policies
in the region was “very disturbing”. “The
Kerry comments are worrying,” said
Tamas Varga, analyst at London broker-
age PVM Oil Associates. “They suggest
implementing the Iran nuclear deal may
not be as straightforward as it originally
seemed, and maybe therefore Iranian
oil exports could reach the market more
slowly than expected.” Varga said he
expected the next move for crude to be
downwards and saw the next target at
$55.60 for Brent.

Brent September crude futures were
4 cents lower at $56.61 a barrel by 1056
GMT, after settling down 45 cents on
Monday. Brent has fallen in 10 of the

last 12 months, making this its weakest
period since 2008. US August crude, set
to expire on Tuesday, fell 5 cents to
$50.10 a barrel. The front-month con-
tract dropped below $50 on Monday for
the first time since April and is down
some $9 a barrel for the month. Last
week, the International Energy Agency
said it expected global oil  demand
growth to slow next year to 1.2 million
barrels per day (bpd) from 1.4 million
bpd this year - far less than needed to
balance stubbornly growing supply,
including the potential influx of Iranian
crude.

Barclays’ team of energy analysts
said they believed the impact of addi-
t ional supply from Iran,  which has
some 40 million barrels of oil in float-
ing storage alone, might not be as
severe as some have feared. Investor
expectations for the first US rate rise in
almost a decade this year have pushed
the dollar up 5 percent over the last
four weeks, pressuring oil. The dollar
was down 0.1 percent on Tuesday, hav-
ing fallen for the first time in a week
against a basket of currencies, but held
just shy of three-month highs. A rising
dollar makes it  more profitable for
non-US investors to sell dollar-denomi-
nated assets. — Reuters

Oil price steadies as dollar 
eases; oversupply in focus


